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The following is the first initial report of our progress in terms of relevant literature that we have 

studied, our results and findings up to this point, the tools that we are learning and our approach 

to fine tune the problem statement at hand.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Architecture, form and energy is a collaborative thesis that involves two fields: 

architecture and engineering. The two disciplines have different knowledge and praxis 

even though the problem at hand deals with the same object which requires a joint 

solution. Both structure and form are interrelated, i.e., object structure and object 

function go hand in hand. This collaboration is an attempt to find out windows of 

opportunities when it comes to energy efficient building design right from the concept 

stage of a project. There is still a problem in communication and collaborative work, 

mostly due to the circumstances of a projects. Competitions, are a perfect example that 

a concept is often already made before an engineer’s input is presented. Today we often 

see the delivery of a model ready for energy analysis as a part of competition deliveries 

– this requires a much more accurate digital model, therefore implicate more time 

spend on the concept and the cost is not covered in the competition.  

The project will propose a design method that can be implemented by architects in the 

concept stage that will in turn aid the engineers in the design development, technical 

design stage of the process. This has necessarily led to both the disciplines getting to 

know each other’s work flow and the tools both professions use.  Through this process 

investigations in regards to what is relevant for each profession will be made. The 

process for the thesis will be looking at the collaboration work between the two fields, 

at methods used in vernacular architecture, elements that influence the energy 

outcome, software aided design and investigating if and how form can affect energy. It 

shall also study variations in early stage design parameters like shape, orientation etc. 

and how this affects the energy profile of a building specific to the context of Stockholm 

and our site. 
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LITERATURE STUDY 

In order to understand the areas of opportunities for better collaboration in both 

disciplines and to understand the areas of improvements, some imp ortant research 

papers were studied to give a better insight into our area of exploration. It was found 

out as expected, that the paradigms and praxis of both the disciplines are different even 

the object of study is still the same. Also, lack of knowledge  on the designer’s side on 

energy simulations and results make it difficult for them to take informed decisions in 

the early stages. While the building physicist (scientist) involved in the use of dynamic 

simulation tools, in order to conduct experiment based on natural laws, need to be 

systematic and scientific on the other hand there are no such requirements on the 

working of an architect. An architect (designer) triggers new criteria for design. 

Problem solving triggers problem setting and the design evolves. There are no set of 

boundaries where a designer must work in. It, therefore becomes of paramount 

importance to understand this problem at our level of study. Having this in our back our 

head, we are trying to approach the problem as scientifically as  possible but at the same 

time leaving space for creativity.  

More literature related to efficient building design and optimization have been read for 

guidance and to give insights into area of improvements. The various building 

parameters (shape, orientation, glazing etc.) that govern how a building performs 

energy wise are being read and the ones important for early stages of design are being 

shortlisted. 

The following is a list of some relevant literature that  we are using: 

Energy efficient design of building: A review 

By:  R.Pacheo, J. Ordonez and G. Martinez 

This research paper outlines previous researches on energy efficiency of building with respect 

to different parameters and suggests the best design options.  

Contrasting paradigms of design thinking: The building thermal simulation tool user 

vs. the building designer 

By: Clarice Bleil de Souza 

This paper deals with the difference between the designer and the engineer, specific to our 

case, and points out area of collaboration and windows of opportunities. 
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TOOLS 

The tools that are primarily used in the study are:  

 Rhinoceros (often abbreviated as Rhino), a 3D modelling tool capable of creating 

and analysing complex geometry and. Rhino has the capability to be used in 

conjunction with generative algorithm extension called Grasshopper which can 

be used for analysis within Rhino. 

 Grasshopper is a free graphical algorithm editor which is used as a parametric 

modelling extension to Rhino. Elements can be generated using user defined 

algorithms and with this capability, the parameters can be changed within the 

algorithm and hence providing control over the design  

 Honeybee is an open source environmental plugin for Grasshopper which 

connects Grasshopper to EnergyPlus (Energy simulations), Daysim and Radiance 

(Daylight simulations). 

 Ladybug is an open source environmental plugin for Grasshopper which allows 

importing standard weather files and provide the capability to study natural 

phenomenon like Sun path, radiations, wind profile etc.  

 IDA ICE is a dynamic simulation tool which is used to model and analyse indoor 

environment and energy in buildings, amongst other capabilities.  

 Autodesk Revit, a 3D modelling tool building design software is specifically built 

for Building Information Modeling (BIM), including features for architectural design, MEP 

and structural engineering, and construction.  

 Autodesk Flow, a virtual wind tunnel software for product designers, engineers, and 

architects. It models airflow around design concepts to help test ideas early in the 

development cycle. 

 Human UI, a new interface paradigm for Grasshopper. Create professional looking 

Grasshopper apps with custom user interfaces without writing any code. 

The knowledge of the tools is increasing and is being shared on both the sides in 

order to have a better understanding of what is being talked about.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.autodesk.com/solutions/building-information-modeling/overview
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WHAT IS ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

An efficient building is one that provides the required conditions for comfort, convenience, 

etc., under the specified conditions of utilizations for the lowest life cycle cost.  

“DOING THE SAME AMOUNT OF WORK WITH LESS ENERGY“  

By this definition we can assume that the impact will occur in the followings scenarios:  

- Design process  

In architecture the concept design is done most times without an engineer present. During 

this thesis, a blend of both academic areas is going to be attempted in order to achieve a 

common ground in terms of design process.  

- Building design and materials 

What are the factors that can be found in pre-concert and concept stages, and how 

important are they to the energy outcome? Material choice is important, however 

extensively research so therefore only a mention of it will be present.  

- The human aspect/occupant of the building  

How does design affect our lives, how far can we go with implementing new systems and 

how far should we go?  
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WHAT IS CONCEPT STAGE 

PHASE OBJECTIVE: 

Decide on the direction of the design by experimenting, iterating and obtaining 

integrated design from all parties. The principle during this phase is to make high -level 

decisions that will provide direction to the entire design process.  

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN INQUIRES: 

What is the most efficient building form? 

How is the building positioned on the building site? 

How is the floor plan organized? 

How do passive sustainable design strategies integrate with the building design?  

LOD ASSUMPTIONS: 

Most of the architectural model is at level of detail (lod) 100. The building form is 

digitally modeled in massing geometries, and the spatial relationship of the building 

program are sketched out with bubble diagrams.  

BUILDING PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ACTIONS: 

Run conceptual energy analysis using and modifying massing forms and determine how 

the energy use intensity (EUI) can be reduced by changed in the building form and 

orientation. Doing so can help determine the most energy efficient building form.  

Conduct basic shade/shadow analysis of the massing model to determine what areas of 

the building could potentially support daylight, and consequently inform interior space 

planning. This also informs the position of the building on site.  

Do solar radiation studies on mass model to maximize opportunities for solar collection  

Study how the orientation of the massing model interacts with wind on site. Orientation 

of the building can optimize opportunities for passive cooling and ventilation. 1 

 

                                                             
1 http://sustainabilityworkshop.autodesk.com/buildings/project-phases-level-development 
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INITIAL GOALS AND EXPECTED RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Early stage work plan 
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PROJECT SITE - ALBANO 

Albano area just north of Roslagstull in Stockholm will undergo 

major changes in the next years. Former industrial sites, a new 

campus emerge. Albano has a strategic placement between 

Stockholm University Frescati, Royal Institute of Technology and 

the Karolinska Institute. The higher training and research in the 

area a national matter and has a great importance for the 

development of Stockholm as a city of knowledge. Albano is the 

hub of the Science City at Stockholm different institutions 

connected in a coherent structure.  

The vision for the new university area based on European urban 

tradition where proximity between institutions, universities, 

housing and culture stimulating education and research. 

Conformation should reflect this European tradition in a dense, 

green and small-scale urbanity that highlights the university and 

the role of knowledge in society.  

The following plan documents to the program consultations:  

Albano - Stockholm's new campus; Joint planning conditions for Albano - Environmental impact 

assessment; Traffic analysis.2The presented text above is just a small amount of the documents 

provided by one of the supervising teachers, Jonas Runberger, Adjunct Professor and University 

lecturer at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, one of the tutors of Studio 9. Within this extensive 

site, a plot will be chosen to develop a residential program that will meet the energy 

performance. It is of great importance that the analysis takes place under specific conditions and 

that all models develop have the same conditions in order to be able to compare and reach a 

result.  

The specific conditions, defined so far, will be as follow:  

- maintain the location throughout the process;  

- maintain a program throughout the process, to be specific: residential;  

- try an combining the defined program with other programs such as commercial or office and 

see if there is a change in results;  

                                                             
2 ALBANO • STOCKHOLMS NYA UNIVERSITETSOMRÅDE  

Programförslag S–Dp 2008–21530–54 Norra Djurgården i Stockholm dec 2010, Stockholms 
stadsbyggnadskontor   

Figure 2 – situationsplan, omarbetad  
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- define specific condition for the building design: 

floor area, maximum number of floors: 8 (in Sweden 

it is ideal to build up to eight floor due to fire 

regulations, anything higher than that requires extra 

special conditions for the stairwell, which in turn 

raises the cost of the building and the size), etc.  

 

Factors that will be flexible:  

- Size/floor;  

- Orientation;  

- The shape of the building;  

- Etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - ALBANO • STOCKHOLMS NYA 
UNIVERSITETSOMRÅDE Programförslag 
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FORM ANALYSIS 
ORIGIN OF THE IDEA 

 

I have come across the notion of form factor in a sustainability workshop organized by NCC for 

the Architecture students participating in the Dome of Visions competition, in early 2015. 

Sebastian Lembke, Gruppchef, NCC Construction Sverige AB  Teknik och Hållbar utveckling , 

Hållbarhet/Hus & Bostad held a presentation on Energy  - from design stage to management.  

Below are extracts from the presentation.  

 

The first questions that peaked my interest were as follow:  

Are there any other factors that can be estimated in pre-concept stage that affect the energy 

outcome? 

Why are all examples ever given cubes? 

In what other circumstances can this be applied?  

However the examples as you can see are shown in the form of cubes, therefore it can 

induce architects in a bit of an error, developing or better say supporting the idea that the 

cubic shape of a building is better.  

Figure 4 Sebastian Lembke, Gruppchef, NCC Construction Sverige AB  Teknik och Hållbar utveckling , Hållbarhet/Hus & Bostad held a 
presentation on Energy   
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FIRST INVESTIGATION 

Based on the formula presented below, tests have been performed to understand more about 

the form factor.  

𝑭𝑶𝑹𝑴 𝑭𝑨𝑪𝑻𝑶𝑹 =
𝑩𝑼𝑰𝑳𝑫𝑰𝑵𝑮 𝑬𝑵𝑽𝑬𝑳𝑶𝑷𝑬

𝑯𝑬𝑨𝑻𝑬𝑫 𝑭𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑹 𝑨𝑹𝑬𝑨
=

𝑬𝑿𝑻𝑬𝑹𝑰𝑶𝑹 𝑾𝑨𝑳𝑳𝑺 𝑻𝑶𝑻𝑨𝑳 𝑺𝑼𝑹𝑭𝑨𝑪𝑬 + 𝑹𝑶𝑶𝑭 𝑻𝑶𝑻𝑨𝑳 𝑺𝑼𝑹𝑭𝑨𝑪𝑬 + 𝑩𝑨𝑺𝑬(𝑮𝑹𝑶𝑼𝑵𝑫 𝑭𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑹)𝑻𝑶𝑻𝑨𝑳 𝑺𝑼𝑹𝑭𝑨𝑪𝑬

𝑻𝑶𝑻𝑨𝑳 𝑺𝑼𝑹𝑭𝑨𝑪𝑬 𝑶𝑭 𝑻𝑯𝑬 𝑳𝑬𝑽𝑬𝑳𝑺 𝑰𝑵 𝑻𝑯𝑬 𝑩𝑼𝑰𝑳𝑫𝑰𝑵𝑮 (𝑰𝑵𝑪𝑳𝑼𝑫𝑰𝑵𝑮 𝑺𝑻𝑨𝑰𝑹𝑪𝑨𝑺𝑬 𝑺𝑷𝑨𝑪𝑬)
 

 

First investigations of the form factor have been performed on Turning-Torso and if the 

Turning of the building will affect the energy outcome according to the form factor.  

 

Figure 5 – Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 

The first simulation was done on the Turning Torso, by taking the building shape and making it 

straight, and then started to turn it little by little to its original shape. The form factor differences 

are barely noticeable in the 5 examples presented below. The Turning of the building was an 

architectural decision that had no noticeable consequences on the form factor.  Later in the 

study it has been discovered that this was in relation to the height.  

 

From this investigation, some conclusions were drawn such as the need of fixed and floating 

data to be able to compare and properly analyses the result.   
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THE 3 STAIRCASE BUILDINGS 

In order to compare with a certain precision some data has been chosen to remain fix and 

some has be allowed the opportunity to float. As a start point of reference a 3 staircase 

apartment building has been chosen with the initial standard size as follows: 14 m wide, 42 

m long and a height of 24 m, equivalent of 8 levels, 3 m each.  

Method:  

- Fixed data:  

o Software: Autodesk Revit, Excel; 

o Parameters: building height – 24 m, total floor area 4700 m; 

o Program: residential;  

- Floating data: 

o Shape, length, width. 

General shapes have been randomly chosen, and two architectural examples, to be mentioned 

that the architectural examples have been proportioned to fit the fixed data.  

-  MVRDV – Gemini Residential Copenhagen, status: completed.3 

- BIG & JDSA – Wing Buildings, status: idea. 4 

The first set of analysis was done by creating masses in Revit ->  adding on the massed the walls, 

roofs and floors -> exporting the scheduals for each with the square meters to excel and then 

applying the following formula: 

 

 

                                                             
3 http://www.mvrdv.nl/en/projects/frosilio 
4 http://big.dk/#projects-wib 
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1. Standard Building 

 

 

 

2. BIG & JDSA – Wing Buildings – adapted 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 

Figure 7 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 
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3. Offset staircase 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Circular Building 

Figure 8 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 

Figure 9 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 
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5. MVRDV – Gemini Residential Copenhagen – adapted 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Triangle 

Figure 10 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 

Figure 11 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 
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These initial studies show how the same general area can perform differently from a Form Factor 

of 0.6 to one of 0.8 which can have a big impact in the yearly energy consumption of the building. 

 

Figure 12 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 

The result then can be compared with the following estimated table done by Sebastian Lembke: 

Form Factor 

[m2 /m2] 

Energy usage 

[kWh/m2, år] 

3.33 130 

3 115 

2.67 100 

2 70 

1.5 50 

1 30 

The lower the Form Factor is, the better the outcome of the energy performance.  

RELATION TO HEIGHT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 
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RELATION TO LENGHT 

 

Figure 14 - Extract from Excel worksheet – General Results 

 

CONCLUSION  

However this is an estimate and has not yet been proven with real case scenarios (in Sweden) – 

similar studies exist under the title of Surface Area to volume. 5 

In relation to using Revit, this method is a little complicated and time consuming – therefore if 

the user has acces to Grasshopper – it would be a more time efficient method to do the form 

finding study. 

 

 

 

                                                             
5 http://www.new-learn.info/packages/clear/thermal/buildings/configuration/surcafeareato_vol_ratio.html 
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PARAMETRIC IMPLEMENTATION –  V1 

The first attempt was to define the 3 staircase model in grasshopper in order to use Galapagos 

to automatically simulate a good outcome. The scope of this exercise was to see the difference 

between the standard shape and the rounded building model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The complete definition can be found in the drop box folder attached to the report. Later it will 

be moved on an online domain for public access. This one is entitled form factor 1, and it uses 

the same formula as the excel table. 

 

Figure 15 – Translation from Revit to Grasshopper 

Figure 16 – First grasshopper definition 
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The tricky part was to find a way to 

rationalize and allow a certain flow to the 

shape and easy control on all sides and 

levels.  

In step 1. The building is done with points 

located at the intersection of the major 

gridlines that you would normally put in any 

project, in this case: 

-  the edges: 0,2,8 and 10; 

- The points where each staircase 

meets: 4,6,12,14; 

 

In step 2. The general rectangular ground 

floor base is created.  

 

In step 3. Rounding it up, based on the initial 

research rounded building perform better. 

 

Step 4. Lead to the discovery of the fact 

that level controllers are necessary. 

Therefore the level points need to be 

duplicated and lofted among them – which 

is done is steps 5 and 6. 

 

 

 

Some tests were done manually to see the impacts. Remember that the Initial form factor of the 

standard building is FF 0.8Version 1 – rounding up the standard building 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 – Control points of shape 

Figure 18 – Control points of shape and FF result 
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Version 2. Extending one side.  

 

 

Version 3.  – Form Factor 0.68 

 

Figure 20 – Shape version 3 

 

 

Figure 19 – Control points of shape and FF result 
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Version 4.  Galapagos simulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 

Galapagos simulation can be considered a fail. If this method is to be attempted a better control 

system should be implemented. 

 

Figure 21 – Galapagos simulation 
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PARAMETRIC IMPLEMENTATION V2 

The problem so far with the previous estimations was the fact that you had to compare the result 

to a table, after presenting it to a number of people the most common questions were in relation 

to what are the factors that can be changed, what is the exact value? Why is the form factor in 

the table with those values?  

The next step in the evolution was to better define the formula and implement it in a parametric 

way.  To simplify the process and the workload the building was placed in the Albano context, 

which will be the ground for the final project and the formula used by Sebastian Lembke was 

moved from excel to grasshopper, also in the first attempt the building volume was squared. 

 

Figure 22 – Building simulation in site context 

1. Place the site conditions and geometry (white elements in the image) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23 – grasshopper definition 
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2. Define the general geometry 

3. Add flexible parameters 

a. Roof angle  

b. Angle of rotation of the building on site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 - grasshopper definition 

Figure 25 - grasshopper definition 
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4. Floor Division 

 

5. Conditioning minimum floor size 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Form Factor Result 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 - grasshopper definition 

Figure 27 - grasshopper definition 

Figure 28 - grasshopper definition 
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7. Dry Bulb Temperature 

a. Ladybug has been used to get accurate data from the weather station at Arlanda, 

which makes the process more accurate than an excel work sheet.  

8. Degree Hours 

a. When the interior temperature is bigger than the outside temperature then no 

heating is required. 

b. When the interior temperature is smaller than the outside temperature then we 

find out how much heating is required: interior temperature - dry bulb 

temperature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 - grasshopper definition 

Figure 30 - grasshopper definition 
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9. Heat loss through the building envelope 

a. Measured in Wh/m2  

b. FORMULA: degree hours x U value x form factor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Heat 

loss through ventilation 

a. Measured in Wh/m2  

b. FORMULA: 1,2 X L/s m2 x DEGREE HOURS X (1-ventilation recycling value) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31 - grasshopper definition 

Figure 32 - grasshopper definition 
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11. Total heat loss 

a. Measured in Wh/m2  

b. FORMULA:  heat loss through envelope + heat loss through ventilation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. ENERGY REQUIERMENT AFTER INTERNAL LOADS 

a. Measured in Wh/m2  

b. If total heat loss is smaller than the internal loads, then the value will be 

considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 - grasshopper definition 

Figure 34 - grasshopper definition 
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13. ENERGY CONSUMPTION/YEAR 

a. Measured in KWh/m2, year 

b. FORMULA: total energy requirements/1000 

c. The division by 1000 is done to convert W in kW  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14. Instant result 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This method is a good start, however the form can be improved and further values can be added. 

And a better way to achieve a visual tool for architects in real time can be implemented. 

 

 

Figure 35 - grasshopper definition 

Figure 36 - grasshopper definition 
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PARAMETRIC IMPLEMENTATION V3 

The next step was to combine version 1 and version 2. The tests were continued on the Albano 

site. As for the next step Ladybug Radiation analysis was used to help define the shape and 

Human UI to have a constant screen display of the energy result. A note should be made that 

the presented versions are tests of the process not actual final architecture proposals.  

 

Figure 37 - grasshopper outcome 

 

The shown result has a lot to do with the fact that the building has a floor size of 2700 square 

meters and it is 77 m long and 35 m wide. So that is why the yearly consumption is so low. 

The definition will be in the attached folder.  

To be precise another definition has been made to analyses the process and has been added to 

Form factor v3, and that is the radiation analysis.  

 

Figure 38 - grasshopper outcome 
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The definition was found online on the hydrashare: 

http://hydrashare.github.io/hydra/viewer?owner=mostaphaRoudsari&fork=hydra_1&id=Room

_Orientation_Optimization&slide=0&scale=1&offset=0,0 

“This is a simple example to show how the orientation of a room can be optimized for minimum 

radiation during the summer and maximum radiation during winter. 

This example is using Galapagos as an example but for more advanced studies it's better to use 

multiple objective algorithms such as Octopus. 

( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c32kZN19FU) is a video that shows a similar example 

solved with Ladybug and Octopus.”6 

And tweaked to go with the requirements of this thesis. Added the parameters of the shape in 

question and minimized the building orientation to maximum allowed, added the context buildings. 

Also created a Human UI interface with the help of the plug-in creator: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
6 Message from the creator - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c32kZN19FU 

Figure 39 - conversation extract grasshopper forum 

http://hydrashare.github.io/hydra/viewer?owner=mostaphaRoudsari&fork=hydra_1&id=Room_Orientation_Optimization&slide=0&scale=1&offset=0,0
http://hydrashare.github.io/hydra/viewer?owner=mostaphaRoudsari&fork=hydra_1&id=Room_Orientation_Optimization&slide=0&scale=1&offset=0,0
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Visualizing method: 

 

Figure 40 - HUMAN UI - outcome 

Compared to Rhino interface: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 41 - Rhino interface 
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CONCLUSION 

The form factor can be used to determine the general shape of the building and have a concept 

idea of what the energy performance outcome will be. If you are unsure about the building shape 

this can be a great way to analyze and test, if you already found the shape you can make a quick 

check and get an estimated value of where you stand. In the definition given you can also change 

the U-value and see how that impacts the energy outcome so you can go for a certain number 

when you are picking your materials. 
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GENERAL FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED  

There are constantly other factors that need to be taken into consideration, such as wind, solar 

radiation and percent of glazing that can affect the optimal shape. In our early conversations we 

have given it a certain amount of thought to what those factors are and how and when they 

influence the outcome. We chose to focus on the factors that are related to design. The first 

example was form and how to evaluate it from the form factor point of view.  

 

PARAMETER 
NAME 

YES/NO REASONING 

Site and 
orientation 

Y Parameter that needs to be done in Concept stage 

Vegetation N Landscape architects job - if one is not present we have to assume the 
vegetation is untouched in its wild/natural state 

Shape  Y A valid input for Concept stage, to be accentuated throughout the 
process in order to determine how better to shape a building in order 
to increase energy performance 

Internal walls N No interaction with the outer world. 

foundation Y For our concern, we just need to know how well insulated is the floor to 
prevent heat losses. 

External 
walls/Roof 

Y Minimize surface in order to gain a low FF or volume to area ration. 

Doors N minimum necessary - so no special attention needed  

Windows Y position and glazing ration to be analyzed  -- - insulation and u-value 
are for a later stage 

Shading devices Y Shading devices can be used in conjunction with the windows in order 
to lower the SHGC and prevent the high sun to enter the Building. Yes 
they are needed. 

Skylights Y  

Sunspace Y  

Equipment N  should have a standard value throughout our process 

The rest of the 
elements  

N are out of concept stage 
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WIND ANALYSIS 

The wind analysis is also a key factor of this research. Based on the theory that if a 

building that does not have a high drag coefficient, therefore being more aerodynamic, 

the building will gain the following: 

Less wind loads – therefore a lighter structure, less materials;  

Wind cools the exterior walls, therefore the more aerodynamic the building is the less 

the wind will have an impact on it, cooling wise – therefore the temperature difference 

will be less; 

Wind has an impact on the exterior materials as well, a drastic impact can affect their 

live-span, meaning that they will deteriorate faster and therefore need a higher 

maintenance plan.  

This being said, if you think about less materials, with a longer life span, that help the 

energy performance of a building you cannot help but also think about cost savings as 

well.  

The first step is to get a wind rose of the location of your site:  

Wind Rose – Grasshopper | Wind Rose – Revit   | Wind Rose - internet7 

 

Between the first two charts extracted from software, we can notice a difference in 

dominant speed direction and also maximum speed. The third being extracted from a 

third party – to better determine which way to go. However, looking at similarities and 

                                                             

7 http://www.windfinder.com/windstatistics/arlanda  

 

Figure 42 - Wind Rose 

http://www.windfinder.com/windstatistics/arlanda
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differences the Revit Wind-rose seems to be more accurate that the grasshopper one. 

Therefore we will continue investigating the patterns based on that one. Also the 

Autodesk wind rose is more reliable due to the fact that it comes with a “how to read 

guide” 8 

Wind rose diagrams help you visualize wind patterns at a site. Use them to better inform your 

design decisions, but be aware of unique microclimates and site considerations that wind rose 

diagrams will not capture – so therefore this could aid an architect in making inform decision in 

the concept stage of the project if access to a wind engineer is not available. However it is to be 

remembered that this data in generally up to interpretation. 

 

WIND ROSE (SPEED DISTRIBUTION): 

 

This chart shows the frequency and speed of wind blowing from each direction. 

As you move outward on the radial scale, the frequency associated with wind coming from that 

direction increases. Each spoke is divided by color into wind speed ranges. The radial length of 

each spoke around the circle is the percentage of time that the wind blows from that direction. 

In this sample Speed Distribution wind rose (an annual wind rose from Albano, Sweden), winds 

from the SW, SSW and S directions are most common (more than 10% of annual hours). Of the 

winds from the SW direction, wind speeds are most often in the 9-13 and 13-17 m/s  range (yellow 

and light blue). 

  Dominant wind direction 

Conclusion – the SW,SSW and S winds will 

be more frequently and dominant than the 

rest in this case study on Albano, Sweden.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
8 http://autodesk.efrontlearning.com/courses/www/student.php?ctg=content&lessons_ID=74&view_unit=2348 

Figure 43 - wind direction - Autodesk Revit 
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Extra wind data extracted from energy analysis Autodesk Revit:  

These wind roses show frequency distribution for each month of the year. 

 

This wind rose shows the same data as the Speed Distribution wind rose, except the radial scale 

now represents wind speed rather than percent of time. Also, the colored segments of each 

spoke represent hours rather than wind speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 44 - frequency distribution - Autodesk Revit 
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CASE STUDY ANALYSIS – ALBANO SITE 

Taking into consideration the above mentioned wind direction a case study on the site has been 

performed using Autodesk Flow, a replacement software of Autodesk Vasari -  a parallel study 

could not be performed in Grasshopper due to the lack of available software. 

Fig. 1    Fig. 2           Fig.3   Fig. 4           Fig. 5 

Fig.1 - Original Site – No building 

Fig. 2 – Original Proposal 

Fig. 3  - Mass Analysis 1 

Fig. 4 – Mass Analysis 2 

Fig. 5 – Mass Analysis 3 

During this investigation, playing with general massing can 

indicate where problems may occur, where high velocities can 

cause problems for pedestrians, and also create higher wind loads 

on the building. The Upper Triangular building on the site can 

cause a problem for the new proposal – by playing and analyzing 

different shapes we can conclude that an elliptical shape will 

create the best outcome on this specific site – and no more need 

to create a protective barrier. Also as a test the corners of the 

Triangular building have been rounded up, therefore creating a 

better wind barrier for the proposed shape. In a normal case 

scenario vegetation can also be used to “break” the wind and 

reduce wind velocity.  

 

 

Figure 45 - Wind Analysis - Autodesk Flow 

Figure 46 - Wind Speed 
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SUN ORIENTATION 

Sun orientation determines the percentage of light a building can receive. In a country like 

Sweden, natural light is of great importance especially during the long winters – therefore 

maximizing the area that can receive natural light is of high importance. 

First thing to do is to analyze the sun diagrams in the required area.  

Using grasshopper ladybug you can easily extract quick data (diagram on the right)– compared 

to Autodesk where  the data is presented in the form on light and shadow study direct on the 

model like in the diagram below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Autodesk Revit – sun diagram            Rhino + Grasshopper – sun analysis with Ladybug 

 

 

 

Figure 47 - Sun analysis 
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GRASSHOPPER ANALYSIS 

Rhino + Grasshopper – sun analysis with Ladybug – Analysis generally valid for Stockholm 

Region 

These diagram illustrate the general temperatures you can expect in a Stockholm climate 

around the year. Therefore informed decisions can be made. 

 

Figure 49 - Relative Humidity. Dew Point Temperature. Dry Bulb Temperature 

Figure 48 - Temperatures divided by season 
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REVIT ANALYSIS 

In Revit the 4 masses have been analyzed on site in relation to the sun, to see which one of them 

has a better shape that benefits more from sunlight. The hours have been chosen as follows – 10 

am and  5 pm. 

 

Figure 50 - Revit Sun Analysis - 10 a.m. 

Figure 51 - Revit Sun Analysis – 5 p.m.. 
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PHYCHROMETRIC CHART 

Another important aspect that can be generally assessed in concept stage is the psychometric 

chart. This data can be extracted with the help of grasshopper – lady bug and presents general 

data about comfort, humidity and temperature. However Autodesk comes to the rescue with 

detailed explanations once again: Psychrometric charts show temperature vs. humidity, and 

can be used to express human thermal comfort, design strategies, and energy 

requirements for those strategies. 9 

 

 

 

When the initial studies were made for the psychometric chart, the wind rose generated from 

grasshopper – ladybug was used – therefore we can assume a max wind speed of 15 m/s. 

                                                             
9 http://sustainabilityworkshop.autodesk.com/buildings/psychrometric-charts 

Figure 52 - Psychometric chart - Stockholm 
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However considering our Mass Analysis 3 – has been chosen, where we can see the max velocity 

of wind in the vicinity of the building is 15 m/s, the data can still be used. 

 

 

Figure 53 - Psychrometric chart - wind speed 

 5% comfort   0.2 % comfort  0.09 % comfort  0.09 % comfort  

From the chart we can see that the percent of comfort with no wind can be of 5%, the level of 

comfort decreasing as the wind speed is increasing. With this chart we can safely assume that in 

Sweden, Stockholm area an airtight building is ideal. This percent can also be compared with 

the percent of time it is comfortable to open a window, 5% is not such a good result therefore 

when designing we go back to the initial statement and assumption – an airtight, aerodynamic 

building is the way to go.  

A more detailed, hourly chart of the above ones can be read as follows: 

 

Figure 54 - Comfort Hours 
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Also the psychometric chart can give you an estimate of the passive strategies you can use and 

how they will affect the comfort level – now the standard is 5%, if we chose all the available 

passive strategies presented in the list we will see an increase of 20%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But which item from the strategy list actually makes a difference? 

Figure 55 - Passive strategy list 

Figure 56 - Passive strategy list - Analysis 
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The analysis of the psychometric chart does not stop at this – the analysis of human behavior is 

also of great importance in early stage design and when developing methods of calculating 

energy and implementing early design choices of design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above charts illustrate the amount of energy produced by different activities and how that 

will affect the thermal comfort of each room, a factor that can be analyzed if one wants to 

predict user behavior.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 57 - Human behavior analysis 
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MIXED USE BUILDINGS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

Another subject that will be explored by this thesis is mixed function use and how to go about 

calculating it, analyze if this can be a quality or a problematic approach. The building will have 

a residential and office program and analyze the effects of that in term of energy performance.  

So to look at it through a wide angle we can have 3 general type of mixing the spaces as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If we consider the green space office and the transparent residential than we can observe 3 

types of general combinations – vertical, horizontal and on diagonal. In the next pages, 

discussion regarding possible advantages and disadvantages will be presented.  

General questions regarding this solution are: 

- Is it better to have the heat distributing horizontally, vertically or both? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 58 - Typology of Mixed Use Buildings 
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EXAMPLES OF MIXED USE BUILDINGS –  ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 

MVRDV ARCHITECTS: 

MARKET HALL  

The Market Hall is a sustainable combination of food, 

leisure, living and parking, fully integrated to celebrate 

and enhance the synergetic possibilities of the different 

functions. A secure, covered square emerges beneath an 

arc, conceived as an inversion of a typical market square 

and its surrounding buildings. During the day it serves as 

central market hall, after hours the hall becomes an 

enormous, covered, well lit public space.10 

RØDOVRE SKYVILLAGE 

After several boom years, the Danish real estate economy has recently become unstable and 

unclear, with developments focused more on office-space.  The Skyvillage introduces a new 

solution for such situations, based on flexibility, where offices can be easily transformed into 

housing – and vice versa.  Creating a tower that is composed of 7.8 x 7.8 m ‘pixels’ or units, a 

sustainable mixed use structure arises as a new model for flexible development. 11 

                                                             
10 http://www.mvrdv.nl/en/projects/markethall 
11 http://www.mvrdv.nl/en/projects/415-rodovre-skyvillage 

Figure 59 - Market Hall Concept stage Images  

Figure 60 - RØDOVRE SKYVILLAGE Concept Stage Image 
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BIG& JDSA 

The Mountain Dwellings are the 2nd generation of the VM 

Houses - same client, same size and same street. The program, 

however, is 2/3 parking and 1/3 living. What if the parking area 

became the base upon which to place terraced housing - like a 

concrete hillside covered by a thin layer of housing, cascading 

from the 11th floor to the street edge? Rather than doing two 

separate buildings next to each other - a parking and a housing 

block - we decided to merge the two functions into a symbiotic 

relationship. The parking area needs to be connected to the 

street, and the homes require sunlight, fresh air and views, thus all apartments have roof 

gardens facing the sun, amazing views and parking on the 

10th floor. The Mountain Dwellings appear as a suburban 

neighborhood of garden homes flowing over a 10-storey building - suburban living with urban 

density.12 

8 HOUSE 

The bowtie-shaped 61,000 sqm mixed-use building of three different types of residential 

housing and 10,000 sqm of retail and offices comprises Denmark’s largest private development 

ever undertaken. Commissioned by St. Frederikslund and 

Per Hopfner in 2006, the 8 House sits on the outer edge of 

the city as the southern most outpost of Orestad. Rather 

than a traditional block, the 8 House stacks all ingredients of 

a lively urban neighborhood into horizontal layers of 

typologies connected by a continuous promenade and 

cycling path up to the 10th floor creating a three-

dimensional urban neighborhood where suburban life 

merges with the energy of a city, where business and 

housing co-exist.13 

 

                                                             
12 http://big.dk/#projects-mtn 
13 http://big.dk/#projects-8 

Figure 61 - The mountain dwelling - Concept diagram 

Figure 62 - 8 House - Concept diagram 

http://www.archdaily.com/tag/denmark
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MIXED USE –  PERSONAL INVESTIGATION  

Based on the information presented above, an investigation into the Albano site where the previous  

The few mentioned examples clearly explain that constrictions are no longer an issue today and 

that creativity can not only add architectural value 

but also make a more effective use of the space.  

However how can change occur through design in 

a building? What are the factors that influence the 

mixed use and how can we make them beneficial. 

What compromises are necessary and what are 

the gains and the losses from each compromise. In 

the previous chapters we looked over form finding, 

sun orientations and some static parameters 

according to the climate location. From now on 

site specific analysis will take place and we will look 

into how to better optimize a building. The site 

chosen has been reserved for residential – campus accommodation for master students and 

PHD researchers.  

The first problem occurred in the initial form found was the lack of symmetry. That would mean 

an individual design of every apartment, therefore a massive impact on cost. As this shape would 

be of no significant relevance for an office space, where the open spaces can be adjusted, the 

shape would be inefficient for residential.  Therefore from now on the investigation will focus on 

the site and the requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 63 - Albano site - first draft 
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THE ALBANO PROJECT 

1 000 STUDENT AND RESEARCHER FLATS 

In addition to turning Albano into an attractive knowledge environment with educational and 

research facilities, approximately 1 000 flats for students and researchers will be built in the 

area, as well as premises for commercial services like restaurants and cafés. A multitude of 

businesses will help to create a vibrant urban environment at all hours. 

“Building campus Albano with 1 000 climate-smart flats for students and researchers is fully in 

line with our aim to create more homes for young people. And to create an area bustling with 

life during all hours of the day in direct connection to the universities, is something we see as 

extremely positive”, says Pelle Björklund, CEO of Svenska Bostäder.14 

 

There are 8 sites that are reserved for student housing in Albano future campus that will divide 

up to a minimum of 185 flats/site. If we go for the 8 story height rule, than that will end up with 

16 flats/level.  

What is a smart climate flat? A smart climate flat can be defined by flat that is food, energy and 

water efficient.  

The site investigated is 5000 sqm , a floor level is approximately 3000 sqm – which will give up to 

80 flats/level – so three levels will be required to fill up the space. A common question that has 

been asked is how to manage a project of this size better and how to deal with the pure size of 

it. What are the things that need to be take into consideration?  

 

FUNCTIONS: 

To deal with the functions the building was initially build up in Revit and split into masses of 35-

40 square meters each, the equivalent of a studio apartment. And thought about how it should 

look and where certain things should be placed. However the problem was that there was no 

way to control the energy performance and no way to determine if there is an effect or not other 

that a common moral scale.  

 

 

                                                             
14 http://www.su.se/english/about/campus/2.31420/albano/first-sod-turned-for-campus-albano-1.258277 
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The first attempt of function division was how to split residential and office in a way that can 

merge, yet not interfere.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second was to take into consideration the stairs, and common space. The diagram below 

presents an option, of a residential building, with the mixed usage is placed on the interior, 

facing north.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 64 - Mixed use building - function diagram 

Figure 65 - function diagram 
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On the north side, adding offices would benefit the building, since residential on that side are 

not favorable, due to light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A solution that is probably going to be solved in the future steps is the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It will have office on the north side, common space on the ground floor, residential and another 

set of mixed use spaces in the center, where the atrium will be located. 

 

Figure 66 - function diagram 

Figure 67 - function diagram 
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MIXED USE PARAMETRIC 

Based on the investigations done in the shape analysis, a need to parametrically analyze the 

functions is required. The first step was to maximize the use of the building plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To the right image is the site proposed at the moment, the left image is the changes proposed 

throughout the thesis to the B2S site. The point is not to challenge the original design but to use 

the interesting context in which it should the building be placed and to offer another version. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 68 - Albano site plan and programmatic distribution 

Figure 69 - Albano site - grasshopper definition 
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Circles were used to give the building the rounded up shape, however throughout the previous 

investigation it has been clearly confirmed that the energy simulation software does not accept 

curved geometry, just planar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual zones need to be created so in a later stage the zones can be altered and changed to 

be able to compare if changing the position will affect the energy outcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 70 - Albano site - grasshopper definition 

Figure 71 - Albano site - grasshopper definition 
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One important fact is to be able to solve adjacencies correctly, that is why every zone needs to 

be define to fit properly together. The zones illustrated below are correctly solved. 

 

Figure 72 - Albano site - grasshopper definition 

 

The next stage is to finish up the geometry and run some simulation test and to proceed to the 

actual design of the building. To make choices in matter of functionality, such as the ones in the 

examples below, and prove weather there will be changes or not will be the scope of the next 

parametric analysis.  

 

Figure 73 – Functions proposed for investigation 
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Figure 74 - Functions proposed for investigation 
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FUTURE WORK 

 Up to this point, our aim has been to familiarize ourselves with each other work flow and what 

do we look into when we get the models/designs. An added advantage during that process led 

us to learn principles of each other’s trade. The architect learnt building physic principles, which 

improved understanding of design elements related to energy performance while the engineer 

learnt how architects think, how designs evolve rapidly and what are the areas where early 

performance input could be useful. 

This lead us to explore parametric study tools, like grasshopper, in order to explore the site, 

shapes, orientation, sun paths, wind profiles etc. in order to make rough assumptions on which 

design choices could be beneficial for our building (site, context and building type is constant 

throughout) at an early stage.  

Now, we have decided to quantify and validate those design choices we have come up by 

carefully manipulating just one parameter at a time and studying its impact on the energy profile 

of the building. Figure X represents an outline of how this shall look like: 

 

 

The idea is to come up with an optimized building while at the same time have the knowledge 

to what extent the early design stage parameters like shape, orientation, passive strategies etc. 

have an impact on energy profile of the buildings. This shall be, as part of the last exercise, would 

then be tried to be put into a visually interactive interface which can give an idea of the available 

design choices an architect can have depending on what values of parameters they try to work 

with. 
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GRASSHOPPER DEFINITIONS 

Attached to this report you will find a folder containing the Grasshopper Definitions created 

throughout the research. 

To have the definitions work properly please make sure that your computer has the following 

plug-ins from food4rhino installed: 

Human UI 

http://www.food4rhino.com/project/human-ui?etx 

Ladybug+Honeybee 

http://www.food4rhino.com/project/ladybug-honeybee?etx 

 

Most definitions will ask you for the weather file: SWE_Stockholm.Arlanda.024600_IWEC 

 

The definitions can be split into two, just like the main ideas of the thesis: 

 Form analysis tools 

 Zone analysis tools, that will aid in creating mixed function buildings 

These definition were creating but researching the grasshopper forum at: 

http://www.grasshopper3d.com/ 

The help of the online community, was invaluable, for the full list of conversations please check 

the following link: 

http://www.grasshopper3d.com/profile/StefaniaDinea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.food4rhino.com/project/human-ui?etx
http://www.food4rhino.com/project/ladybug-honeybee?etx
http://www.grasshopper3d.com/
http://www.grasshopper3d.com/profile/StefaniaDinea
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FORM ANALYSIS 

Building orientation radiation analysis + Human UI 

 This definition can help determine the building orientation and the roof angle in relation 

to the radiation. 

Form Factor v1 

 First attempt at calculating the form factor parametrically 

Form Factor v2 

 Second attempt at calculating the form factor parametrically – a mathematical formula 

has been added and also ladybug – dry bulb temperature has been extracted to get a more 

accurate result. The building has parallelepiped geometry.  However the Building orientation 

and roof angle from the first definition have been added. 

Form Factor v3 

 Third and last attempt to define the form factor, the geometry is curved, and both the 

form factor formula and the radiation analysis is implemented.   

MIXED USE BUILDINGS. 

The purpose of these definitions is to develop a way to analyze if the placement of a 

zone/function within a building will affect the energy outcome.  In order to do that a better 

understanding of the processes in needed.  

One zone – energy analysis  

 Understanding of how to create a honeybee zone. 

Multiple zones - energy analysis 

 Understanding how to create multiple zones. 

Energy analysis - general mass 

 By analyzing a general mass like the ones you will develop in the form factor, you will 

notice that the size of the file can crash your software when running the glazing percentage. 

Therefore a conclusion that a better split of the functions/zones and a very good understanding 

of the Multiple zones - energy analysis is required. 

Energy analysis - general mass - adjusted by Chris Mackey 

 Fine tune of the Energy analysis - general mass by Chris Mackey 
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